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7.2 billion

people around the world
need vision protection
and prevention

Sources: 2015 estimates Essilor
World Bank.

4.5 billion
people need vision
correction

More than

In 2015, more than

of them do not have
the vision correction
they need

people equipped with
eyeglasses for the first
time thanks to Essilor’s
initiatives

2.5 billion

1 million

Improving lives
by improving sight
There are 7.2 billion people on our planet.
Each one of us needs to protect his eyes. And
with 4.5 billion of us requiring visual correction
to see well, poor vision is the world’s most
widespread disability.
Essilor’s mission is to improve lives by
improving sight.
The Group combines three key success
factors: the strength of its purpose, a clear
strategy and a unique growth model based on
innovation and partnership.
Nothing would be possible without the
commitment and exper tise of the Group’s
61,0 0 0 employees who wor k together to
propose solutions for the needs of every person,
wherever they live and whatever their means.
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A BROADER AND
STRONGER GROUP
Interview with
__HUBERT SAGNIÈRES

Chairman and CEO of Essilor

What are your thoughts on
the Group’s performance
this year?
Hubert Sagnières: 2015 was a good
year for Essilor: we delivered a strong
performance with revenues of more
than €6.7 billion together with sound
profitability. The Group has expanded
and strengthened its position as a
leading player in visual health.
This is the result of accelerating the
deployment of our strategy and
growth that is fully balanced between
mature markets and fast-growing
countries, which continue to show
a strong growth potential driven by
increasing demand. This balance
underpins our strength. Sales in
mature markets also continue to grow,
effectively supported by a good mix of
products and services and investment
in enhanced consumer marketing.
Beyond the quality of our products
and our iconic brands, it is our mission
that drives our strategy and guides
the work of our teams. The strong
4

commitment of 61,000 employees,
mobilized behind a socially responsible
mission: improving lives by improving
sight, is the real lifeblood of our
performance.

In 2014, the Group
broadened its horizons for
growth. Has this objective
been achieved in 2015?
Hubert Sagnières: To continue
fulfilling our mission and accelerating
Essilor’s growth, we have expanded
our business scope, while continuing
to develop the core of our business:
prescription lenses. We have
strengthened our presence in
all visual health segments: sunwear,
photochromic lenses, and
consolidated our position in online
sales, and this,across all regions,
particularly in fast growing countries.
The Group is built on strong
foundations that bring major

competitive advantages allowing it
to deploy its strategy successfully.
Alongside innovation, Essilor’s unique
partnership model is another driver
of growth. It enables us to establish
ourselves rapidly in new markets and
in new geographies. In 2015, we
completed 19 new partnerships and
acquisitions, primarily in sunwear,
online and fast-growing countries.
We are developing our brand
portfolio and relationship with
consumers by communicating more
about our products. Our growth is also
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“The structural growth
of the optical market,
a clear strategic focus
and teams committed
to a shared mission
enable Essilor to
approach 2016 with
confidence and
determination.”

supported by a unique and effective
industrial and supply chain capability.
The expansion of our business
activities, in a global market of almost
€30 billion, puts us in a position to
address the visual needs of the
7.2 billion inhabitants of our planet.
Leading the change for better vision
for all, Essilor serves 25% of this global
market that offers attractive and strong
growth prospects for the Group.

Why is the Group’s mission
so important?
Hubert Sagnières: We all need to see
clearly and protect our eyes. 2.5 billion
people across the world today do not
have the vision correction they need
resulting in both social and economic
consequences. Access to visual health
is therefore a fundamental issue and is
at the heart of our work. Developing
innovative products and services only
for consumers who have the financial
means and access to eye-care
solutions makes no sense, neither

ethically nor economically. Our mission
is a very powerful purpose that unites
and mobilizes our 61,000 employees
around a socially responsible ambition.
It is what guides our strategy every day.
It is why we are expanding our
presence in mature and fast-growing
markets to provide solutions best
adapted to each individual need, using
all available means to facilitate access
to better vision.
We are aiming to advance visual health
in the world in real way. In 2015, in line
with our commitments and through
our actions, we have equipped more
than one million new eyeglass wearers.
And every day, more than one billion
people wear our products.

In what ways is innovation
fundamental for Essilor’s
growth?
Hubert Sagnières: Innovation is at
the heart of our culture and is a major
differentiator for us. Our innovation is
expanding into new areas and taking
5
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€6.7

billion revenue
in 2015

7.2

billion people
worldwide need to
protect their eyes
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new forms that explore technologies
and insights into diverse consumer
needs. By observing the changing
lifestyles of consumers who are
spending more and more time on
the screens of their smartphones and
tablets, we decided to develop Eyezen
lenses, that are completely adapted
to our connected lives. This innovative
solution meets a real need for billions
of individuals for protection and
visual comfort.
Innovation is also fully at the service
of our mission. To make visual health
accessible to all, we innovate in new
technologies and online sales, but also
by developing new business models.
Training vision entrepreneurs like
“Vision Ambassadors” in China and
Brazil or the “Eye Mitra“ opticians in
India enables us to reduce poor vision
in areas where access to visual health
continues to be difficult.
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“Innovation is now taking new forms
combining technology and marketing,
and inspired by consumer needs.”

What is the impact of
expanding into areas such
as sunwear and online?
Hubert Sagnières: These two segments
are growing much faster than the rest
of the optical market and help accelerate
the Group’s growth. In broadening the
scope of our activities, we are finding
new solutions through strengthening
our ability to respond to the needs of
7.2 billion people on this planet who
need visual protection and the
two thirds who need to correct their
vision. This requires new distribution
channels and the provision of quality
products and services.
The use of the internet as a tool for
informing and educating consumers
on the importance of good visual
health and promoting everyone’s
access to vision correction and
protection is also developing in optics.
Acquisitions over recent years have
allowed us to become a key player in
the sale of optical equipment online.
We will continue this momentum.
In the field of sun protection, we also
have all the assets to provide consumers
a high-quality offer. We have a strong
brand portfolio, including Costa in the
United States and Bolon in China.

We are also strengthening our presence
in important markets like the United
Kingdom with brands managed by
the company Fabris Lane and Turkey
through the acquisition of Merve.

Juliette Favre (President of Valoptec
Association), both representing Essilor
employee shareholders. We continue
to develop the international and
gender balance of our Board of
Directors that, after the General
Meeting in May, would comprise
14 members representing
5 nationalities (American, Canadian,
Chinese, French and German).

Can you tell us about
the new directors whose
nomination will be voted
at the Annual Shareholder’s How do you see the future?
Meeting?
Hubert Sagnières: The composition
and diversity of our Board of Directors
will be enriched this year(1) with the
arrival of the American citizen
Henrietta H. Fore, a Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer and of Annette
Messemer, a banking Director of
German origin. The profile and
experience of these two independent
directors will strengthen the expertise
of our Board of Directors in strategic
and financial area, and contribute
to developing actions linked to our
corporate mission. The meeting will
also vote to renew for three years
the mandate of Maureen Cavanagh
(President of Vision Impact Institute)
and approve the appointment of

Hubert Sagnières: The structural
growth of the optical market, driven
by demographic change, urbanization,
and changing lifestyles, is creating
new and virtually unlimited needs for
correction, protection and visual
prevention. It concerns the entire
population, offering new growth
opportunities in vision health.
Essilor has everything in place to seize
these opportunities. With our unique
model of innovation and partnerships,
a clear strategic course and the
61,000 employees of the Group united
and committed to a shared mission,
we can face the future with confidence
and determination.
(1) Subject to the vote of the General Meeting
of May 11, 2016.
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Growing to fulfill our mission

For the Group’s three Chief Operating Officers,
Essilor’s growth strategy is bringing the benefits
of better vision to hundreds of millions of people.
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Questions to
__JEAN CARRIER, LAURENT VACHEROT
AND PAUL DU SAILLANT
Chief Operating Officers

How strategic is it for Essilor to
expand its field of activities into
sunwear, online and fast-growing
markets?
Laurent Vacherot: Our ambition, mission and strategy
all aim to enable the 7.2 billion people on our planet
to enjoy better vision. Our development in fastgrowing markets, which are home to 95% of people
who do not have the vision correction they need,
either due to lack of awareness or due to lack
of access, is critical for the future growth of the Group.
Year after year, we continue to expand in these new
regions. Today, Essilor is active in every country in Asia
(except North Korea), is significantly strengthening
in Latin America, and more and more present in Africa.
Sun protection is important for us all, but 5.8 billion
people don’t yet protect their eyes against UV rays.
Essilor is reinforcing its presence in this highly
promising segment in order to offer effective
products to everyone at every level of our offering.
Online, which is increasing annually by more than
15%, is a strongly growing distribution channel that
offers an excellent way to educate consumers and
raise awareness about visual health, as well as facilitate
access to simple optical products.
These new territories are strategic for the Group’s
growth. What they all have in common is helping
everyone to have access to better vision, thus fulfilling
our mission.

How have you balanced the
Group’s growth between mature
and fast-growing countries?
Jean Carrier: One of our strengths in 2015 was
achieving a balanced growth between mature and
fast-growing markets, both of which have increased
thanks to Essilor’s strategy. This success is also
driven by demographic changes, a boom in middle
classes in emerging countries and evolution in visual
health needs.
If we look region by region, our 2015 performance
was excellent in North America – our biggest market
worldwide – thanks to the positive impact of
advertising campaigns for our product mix of key
brands such as Varilux, Crizal, Transitions and Xperio.
Growth also came from a good performance
from our Costa sunwear brand and online sales
at EyeBuyDirect and FramesDirect.
In Asia, the potential for growth continues. India
posted exceptional results with over 20% growth.
China grew by more than 10% in its domestic market,
notably driven by high-end products. Our key brands
Crizal and Kodak benefited from successful media
campaigns, while our photochromic range increased
significantly in its strongly growing segment. Africa
and the Middle East have confirmed their potential
with good results in Saudi Arabia, Morocco and
Turkey.
Paul du Saillant: In 2015, Europe contributed a solid
growth stimulated by innovation, advertising
campaigns for our major brands and significant
support for key accounts and large European chains
such as Boots in UK or General Optica in Spain.
The Group reaped the benefits of an effective
multi-network approach – a demonstration that even
in mature markets our strategy is delivering growth.
Laurent Vacherot: Latin America is a region in
which we have grown most rapidly in 2015 with
a record number of acquisitions in every area of our
business. For example eÓtica and e-lens in online,
but also the laboratory and distributor Grupo Vision
9
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which enables Essilor to establish a presence in
Costa Rica and Nicaragua.
In Brazil, despite a slowdown in the second half of
the year, the mid-range offer from Kodak, which has
been deployed over the past two years, is allowing
us to continue to grow with middle-class and younger
consumers. We also saw an excellent performance
from our subsidiaries in Colombia, Mexico and Chile.

How is innovation evolving to
support the Group’s growth
ambitions?
Jean Carrier: An optical lens is a technological
product. It is as critical for us to continue innovating
as it is to extend the scope of our business or our
geographical footprint. Our field of innovation
is expanding. Its starting point is understanding
consumers and how best to meet their unmet needs.
How to support them throughout their lives.
How to make our innovations accessible to a greater
number of people. It is in addressing these points
that Essilor defines its innovation priorities.
Our innovation aims to satisfy the needs of all.
Our potential market represents 7.2 billion individuals
– because we all need to protect our eyes and many
need to correct their vision.
Innovation does not just bring new solutions for
correction, protection and prevention for the high-end
segment. It also feeds new market areas in sunwear,
online and is deployed transversally across a growing
10

number of distribution channels and partners to be
available to more people. That’s the case with the
E-SPF index, which is now deployed worldwide, as
will in the future the Eyezen range of lenses that have
already been launched by several of our networks.

How is the Group developing its
relationship with consumers?
Jean Carrier: Consumers are not sufficiently informed
or aware about visual health, and are often more
interested in the style of their frames than the quality
of their lenses. By investing more than €200 million
in marketing campaigns in 2015, we aimed to
educate them about vision issues and strengthen
awareness of our brands. Our increased presence
online enables us to provide consumers with more
information and solutions.
Getting close to consumers also involves listening to
their needs. Since its origins, Essilor has developed
a great expertise in optics and the physiology of the
eye, in particular through wearer testing. Today, we
want to go further, starting from the source of these
visual needs, observing wearers in their daily lives
and listening to the needs they express.

Strategy

How does the Group meet the
unique needs of individuals
on a global scale?
Paul du Saillant: Our global operations and supply
chain are the cornerstone that enables us to deliver
more than 500 million lenses and 130 million pairs of
sunglasses and readers every year, guaranteeing
highest standards of quality in products and services
in ever shorter delivery times. It is a major
differentiator for the Group, allowing us to strengthen
our positions throughout the world. Our capacity fully
supports the Group’s strategic development and the
geographical expansion of our distribution. This
high-tech capability enables us to serve all our
partners and clients from independent opticians to
optical chains, serving millions of consumers across
the world. It is a capability that we continue to
improve, in particular through Lean Manufacturing
that helps us optimize our performance and minimize
the environmental impact of our production sites.

Essilor is continuing its growth
through new acquisitions. What were
the highlights in 2015?
Laurent Vacherot: This year we made 19 new
acquisitions and partnerships throughout the world,
which strengthened our position across all segments:
corrective lenses, sunwear and online. The pipeline

matches the pace of development in our markets and
deployments. We continue to have big ambitions in
an optics market that is very fragmented.
In sunwear, we acquired Fabris Lane in the UK as well
as Merve in Turkey. The acquisitions of eÓtica and
e-lens in Brazil have strengthened our portfolio of
e-commerce platforms. Two other acquisitions have
great potential for us in the US: Vision Source and
PERC/IVA. These Doctor Alliances, or group
purchasing networks, offer a number of high-quality
products and services to thousands of independent
optometrists. It is another way for us to make our
products available to consumers and develop new
categories in the American market.

How do employees contribute to the
sustainable growth of the Group?
Paul du Saillant: Essilor represents 61,000 people
across the world driven by a shared ambition:
improving the vision of more than 7 billion people.
Our Group also embodies a unique culture founded
on common values enriched over our nearly 170-year
history that we pass on and share with new
employees and partners who join us. Employee
shareholding, which is deployed internationally and
partly regrouped through the Valoptec Association,
associates employees with major Group decisions.
This strong unifying human culture gives us every
confidence for the future and for the development
of the Group.
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The Board of Directors

The Board of Directors provides a clear statement of strategy
and supervises effective management of the company.

The composition of the Board
of Directors is guided by:
– the search for a balance between
experienced administrators with
extensive knowledge of the Group
and new directors who bring
experience that can help
the Group and its future growth;
– a diversity of backgrounds
and skills.
These principles have guided
the Appointments Committee which
between 2014 and early 2016 made
new selections in order to increase
the number of women, independent
and international directors.

In light of this approach, the
membership of the Board will
be voted on at the General Meeting
of May 11, 2016, notably the
nomination of Henrietta H. Fore
and Annette Messemer
(see photos opposite).
These changes will be introduced
in accordance with the specificity
of Essilor’s governance, reflecting
a strong corporate culture that closely
links employees to the Group’s
performance.
The President of Valoptec Association,
which federates part of the internal
shareholding, has been associated
to the nomination of candidates.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
KEY FIGURES AS AT MAY 11, 2016
SUBJECT TO THE SHAREHOLDERS’ VOTE

14

38.5%

2/3

5

MEMBERS

INDEPENDENT
DIRECTORS

WOMEN

NATIONALITIES
(American, Canadian,
Chinese, French
and German)

(1) Subject to the vote of the General Meeting of May 11, 2016.
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Joining us(1)

Henrietta H. FORE

Chairman of the Board
and CEO of Holsman
International

Annette MESSEMER

Divisional Board Member
of “Corporates
& Markets” at
Commerzbank AG
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09/
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11/

12/

13/

14/

15/

16/

01/ Hubert SAGNIÈRES

Chairman of the Board and CEO

02/ Philippe ALFROID

Former Chief Operating Officer
of Essilor

03/ Benoît BAZIN

Senior Vice-President at Compagnie
de Saint-Gobain

04/ Antoine BERNARD
DE SAINT-AFFRIQUE

Chief Executive Officer of Barry
Callebaut (Switzerland)

05/ Maureen CAVANAGH

President Vision Impact Institute
(US) – Director representing employee
shareholders

06/ Yves CHEVILLOTTE

Former Chief Executive
Officer of Crédit Agricole SA

07/ Juliette FAVRE

Global Customer Service
Director, Essilor Instruments
President of Valoptec Association
Director representing employee
shareholders

10/ HE Yi

President Essilor (China) Holding
Company – Director representing
employee shareholders

11/ Franck HENRIONNET

European Service Center Manager
at the Instruments Division of
“La Compasserie” (Meuse – France)
Director representing employees

12/ Bernard HOURS

Former Chief Operating Officer
of Danone

13/ Maurice MARCHAND-TONEL
Independent consultant - Senior
Advisor at BearingPoint France SAS

14/ Marc ONETTO

Former Senior Vice-President
Worldwide Operations and Customer
Service of Amazon

15/ Olivier PECOUX
Chief Executive Officer
of Rothschild & Co.

16/ Michel ROSE

Former Chief Operating Officer
of Lafarge

08/ Xavier FONTANET

Former Chairman of the Board
of Directors of Essilor

09/ Louise FRECHETTE

Member of the Board of
Global Leadership Foundation
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Executive committee on March 1, 2016.
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The Executive Committee

The Executive Committee is central to Essilor‘s corporate governance.
With 25 members, of diverse nationalities, cultures and experience,
it oversees and manages Group business operations worldwide.

Hubert SAGNIÈRES

Chairman & CEO

Jean CARRIER-GUILLOMET

Chief Operating Officer

Paul du SAILLANT

Chief Operating Officer

Laurent VACHEROT

Chief Operating Officer

Tadeu ALVES

President Latin America Region

Éric BERNARD

President AMERA (Asia / Pacific / Middle
East / Russia / Africa)

Jayanth BHUVARAGHAN

Chief Corporate Mission Officer

Alexander LUNSHOF

Corporate Senior Vice President Legal Affairs

Frédéric MATHIEU

Corporate Senior Vice President Human
Resources

Bernhard NUESSER

President Europe Region and Instruments
division

Géraldine PICAUD

Chief Financial Officer

Patrick PONCIN

Corporate Senior Vice President Equipment
division and Group Support Functions
(Engineering, Quality, Health & Safety,
Sourcing & Procurement)

Alain RIVELINE

Carl BRACY

Corporate Senior Vice President Global
Marketing

Lucia DUMAS

Senior Vice President Digital Surfacing
Strategic Opportunity

Bernard DUVERNEUIL

Senior Vice President Strategic Partnerships

Norbert GORNY

Executive Vice President Finance &
Administration of Essilor of America

Executive Vice President Marketing &
Business Development Essilor of America
Senior Vice President Corporate
Communications
Chief Information Officer

Chief Research & Development Officer

Réal GOULET

Senior Vice President, Rx Sunwear

Lena HENRY

President e-commerce

Thierry ROBIN

Bertrand ROY
Kevin RUPP

Jeremy TEO

Chief Strategy Officer

Éric THOREUX

President Sun, Readers, Photochromics

Éric LÉONARD

President Essilor of America
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2015 highlights

Looking back over key initiatives implemented worldwide in 2015.

Innovating with Eyezen:
the first range of lenses
for connected life
Eyezen™ is a new range of
corrective lenses designed for
connected lifestyles. The result
of in-depth research, the Eyezen™
range, the latest technological
innovation from Essilor, offers
solutions adapted to every need
to relieve visual fatigue caused
by connected life and help protect
the visual health of wearers.
Launched in 27 countries in 2015,
the Eyezen™ range will be
distributed in more than
50 countries in 2016 via Essilor
networks, FGX and through online
channels and optics chains,
notably in Canada and Brazil.
16
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Boosting consumer brand
awareness
With an investment of more than
€200 million, Essilor has strengthened
its consumer communication begun in
2014. This is a key way for Essilor to
create value, alongside innovation.
It’s important for the Group to develop
brand awareness at the same time as
educating the public about new visual
solutions. Large-scale campaigns
have promoted our key brands:
Varilux®, Crizal®, Kodak®, Transitions®
and strong regional brands such as
Bolon™.

Protecting eyes from UV more effectively
Sun protection concerns a potential market of 7.2 billion
people, of whom only 1.4 billion are equipped with
sunglasses. Essilor continues to develop this segment
through acquisitions – for example Fabris Lane in the UK
and Merve in Turkey. The Group is capitalizing on the
strong brand recognition of Costa® in the US and Bolon™
in China. The latter is developing its reputation as an
international brand with success in duty-free chains in
major Asian airports. The expansion of the Group’s offer
in prescription of sunwear and online distribution has also
contributed to growth in this segment.
17
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Strengthening our
online presence to fulfill
our mission
Over recent months Essilor has
strengthened its position in this
market through a number of
significant acquisitions – e-lens and
eÓtica in Brazil, Glasses4You™
and Vision Direct™ in the UK.
Group online sales today represents
some €220 million for Essilor.
Essilor’s key objective is to grow
this segment to make good vision
accessible to an increasing number
of consumers through the
distribution of quality optical
products.

Training ambassadors to improve vision
In China, the 2.5 New Vision Generation™ division trains local individuals as Vision
Ambassadors to bring solutions to rural populations who have no access to visual
health. 500 ambassadors have already been trained to carry out basic vision
screenings and sell reading glasses and sunglasses. This program, first created
in China to serve seniors, is now being deployed in India and Brazil.
18
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Pursuing new markets
Essilor is strengthening its presence
in fast-growing countries, in particular
through targeted acquisitions as well
as developing new business models
to make visual health accessible to as
many as possible. In 2015, these
countries accounted for 22% of Group
sales. This population represents two
thirds of our world’s inhabitants and
95% of the 2.5 billion people who
need vision correction but don’t yet
have it. With annual growth of more
than 10%, it’s a significant potential
of growth for the Group.

Proposing new properties for photochromic
lenses
The latest innovation in photochromic lenses, Transitions®
XTRractive® lenses are designed to turn extra dark outside, blocking
UV rays and to darken behind car windscreens. They also offer a hint
of a tint to protect from harsh indoor lighting. XTRractive® lenses
strengthen the range of Transitions® branded products that benefit
from more than 90% customer loyalty.
19
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Sustainable economic
performance

In 2015, Essilor accelerated its growth in all its fields of activities and geographies, thanks to
the work of all its teams to accomplish its Group’s mission: improving lives by improving sight.

A continually increasing
net result(1)

603

billion revenue
in 2015

2013(2)

+18.4%
3%

Sunglasses & Readers

+17.9%

(1) In euro million.
(2) Adjusted.

since 2014

10%

757

2015

€6.7

642

2014(2)

Major
player
in visual
health

48%

28%

North America

Europe

Equipment

Breakdown
of revenue
by business

87%

Lenses and optical
instruments
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Breakdown
of revenue
by geography

6%

Latin America

18%
Asia, Pacific,
Middle East,
Africa

Strategy

61,000
employees in
63 countries

Essilor distributes
its products in more than

100
countries
More than

19

350,000

new acquisitions
clinique mobile
centre de
visions
colaborateurs
clinique
mobile
centre
de visions
and partnershipsclinique mobile
centre de visions
colaborateurs
in 2015

32

490

colaborateurs

clients (eye-care
professionals,
buying groups
and chains)
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Usines dans le
de prescription
Usines dans le monde
Laboratoires
demonde
prescriptionLaboratoires
Centres
de distribution Centres de distribution
plants Usines dans le monde
prescription
distribution
Laboratoires
de prescription
Centres de distribution
laboratories and edgingcenters
mounting centers

A Group with international recognition for its innovation and commitment
to sustainable development

MOST INNOVATIVE

Essilor is among the
50 companies that “Change
the World”, a list established in 2015
by the American magazine Fortune.

The Group is featured for
the fifth year in a row in
American magazine Forbes ranking
of the world’s 100 most innovative
companies.

Essilor is for the fourth time one
of the “Global 100 Most Sustainable
Corporations in the World”
of the Canadian media group
Corporate Knights.
21
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Better vision
for all
–

Our business is designing, producing and distributing across the
world high-quality products and services that every day help correct,
protect and prevent risks to the visual health of the 7.2 billion people
on our planet. But because not everyone has access to good vision,
Essilor also works on finding new solutions for the 2.5 billion people
in the world who are not yet equipped with the vision correction
they need. This global health challenge is at the heart of our Group’s
mission and led us to be ranked as one of the 50 companies
that are changing the world by American magazine Fortune in
August 2015.
To meet this need, Essilor develops innovative inclusive business
models, strategic philanthropy actions and partnerships close to local
communities. So that in the future everyone can see well and live well.

22
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Essilor’s Corporate Mission in action
around the world in 2015

2.5 billion
people suffer from
uncorrected vision
95% of whom live in
emerging countries

More than

1 million

people were equipped
with glasses for the first time
in 2015 across 30 countries

Essilor works with more than

100 partners

(non-governmental organizations,
hospitals…)

1,500

clinique mobile

vision entrepreneurs trained
(up from 344 in 2014)

1,000

Eye Mitra opticians
(India)
They benefit from
a year’s training after
which they develop
their own business,
performing eye tests
and selling prescription
glasses.

24

40 +

vision de
centres
centre
visions
across the world

28

mobile mobile
clinics
colaborateurs
clinique
(up from 17 in 2014)

cen

500

Vision Ambassadors
(China, India
and Brazil)
They benefit from a
day’s training which
enables them to
Usines
supplement
theirdans le monde

income, selling reading
glasses and sunglasses.

19 projects financed
Usines
Centres
dans le
demonde
distribution Labor
by Vision For Life™
in 9 countries will enable
6.2 million individuals
to be screened by 2020

Laboratoires de prescription

Better vision for all

A Group
committed to
better vision
_ Poor vision is the world’s most
common disability. Enabling everyone
throughout the world to have access
to better vision is the major publichealth issue at the heart of the Group’s
mission. Committed to ensuring that
everyone has a better life through
better sight, Essilor is active in key
areas such as raising awareness,
developing new and innovative
inclusive business models that
empower communities, complemented
by strategic philanthropic activities
close to local populations. It’s through
combining this global ambition with a
capacity to mobilize teams in the field
that Essilor aims to sustainably develop
visual-health services across the world,
while contributing to the growth of
the Group.

RAISING AWARENESS: THE FIRST STEP
TOWARDS BETTER VISION

The primary reason for a lack of vision
correction is people not knowing they
have a vision problem. Many
individuals who are not yet equipped
have never had an eye test or been
able to see properly in their life.
Essilor is investing at local, national
and international levels to raise
awareness about the importance of
visual health through many initiatives:
public events like “Think About Your
Eyes” in the US and in the UK along
with other industry partners,
consumer information websites or
even vision screening campaigns.
World Sight Day, held on the second
Thursday of October every year, is
also an important occasion to draw

attention to this issue, through events
and public information campaigns
across nearly 50 countries (see box
p. 27). To convince governments to
invest in programs to improve visual
health, Essilor also supports research
and collection of data into impaired
vision. Created in 2012, the Vision
Impact Institute™ is a key driver of this,
with the aim of demonstrating the
importance of visual health and the
benefits of proper visual correction in
everyday life (academic achievement,
social integration, business productivity).
To do this, it collects the results of
international scientific studies, shares
findings and is active in influencing
future public-health policy. Today, its
website www.visionimpactinstitute.org,
available in four languages, offers a
25
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More than

1 million

new wearers equipped with
glasses thanks to Essilor’s
inclusive business models
(up from 300,000 in 2014).
2.5 New Vision Generation
products are distributed in

24 countries

across Asia, Africa and Latin
America.

unique database of 150 reports.
In 2015, 70 new studies were added
and the Institute spoke at 20 world
conferences on ophthalmic optics.
CREATING NEW INCLUSIVE BUSINESS
MODELS

A large number of individuals suffer
from poor vision because they cannot
access eye-care professionals in the
rural or semi-urban areas where they
live. Reaching people on low incomes
requires a totally different and
innovative approach in terms of
products, pricing and distribution.
Essilor’s challenge is to find sustainable
models that will continue to support
communities as they develop and their
correction needs evolve.
Over the last three years, the Group
has created two structures to develop
new inclusive business models in close
collaboration with local organisations,
NGOs, social entrepreneurs, local
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municipalities or governments.
The “Base of the Pyramid Innovation
Lab” evaluates these models and acts
as an incubator of projects focused
on populations who currently have
no access to vision correction, while
reinforcing relationships with social
enterprises, foundations and
development funds. The 2.5 New
Vision Generation™ division leverages
dedicated sales and logistics teams in
7 countries and distributes its products
across 24 countries in Asia, Latin
America and Africa to develop and
roll out innovative inclusive business
models that are scalable, adaptable
and impactful.
PHILANTHROPIC ACTIVITIES TO BRING
CHANGE

Essilor’s third lever for change is
philanthropy, to which the Group has
been committed locally and globally
since its creation. Essilor considers

it a duty to provide the most
disadvantaged individuals with the
vision care they need. These initiatives
range from awareness-raising
campaigns, vision screening, donation
of lenses and frames, and also funding
for local programs led by charities,
volunteer health organisations or
institutional partners. To support this
activity, the Group created in 2007
the Essilor Vision Foundation™ that
has now expanded into six countries.
The creation of the strategic giving
fund Vision For Life™ joined this effort
in 2015. One of the key success factors
of these philanthropic initiatives is
strong employee involvement.

Better vision for all

“Our efforts are focused around
three areas of action: increasing
awareness about visual health,
improving access to vision correction
and to innovative products available
to all, and deploying philanthropic
initiatives to help those most in
need. It’s through developing
innovative inclusive business models
and new pathways to visual health
that local communities themselves
will become empowered to drive
change. The Group is structured
to support this ambition.
In 2015, we provided a new impetus
through the creation of the Vision
For Life™ fund. Our actions have
now started to prove in a very
tangible way that better vision
underpins all the goals of
sustainable development.”
Jayanth BHUVARAGHAN,
Chief Corporate Mission Officer

Mobilized worldwide
for better vision
United behind the message
”Raise the flag for better vision”,
thousands of Essilor employees
from 67 Group entities across
49 countries contributed to the
success of World Sight Day in
2015. Many Group partners and
customers joined us in this global
awareness campaign, including
more than 4,000 eye-care
professionals. With a focus on
raising awareness and screening,

this year’s campaign saw more
than 23,000 eye tests and
435 initiatives organized
internally and externally. In 2015,
a central theme was helping
children, older people and
underprivileged communities.
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Access to screening
and correction
– key for change
_ In emerging countries, one of the
principal barriers preventing people
with low incomes from correcting
their vision, particularly in rural areas,
is the difficulty in having an eye test
and being able to buy glasses straight
away. Thanks to the innovative
Ready2Clip™ glasses developed by
Essilor teams, the Group’s 2.5 New
Vision Generation™ division makes
vision correction possible, even in
the most isolated areas. The concept:
28

a choice of several types of frames
and ready-to-mount corrective lenses
that enable a pair of glasses to be
prepared on the spot. Local
entrepreneurs can also be trained to
conduct eye screening and sell these
Ready2Clip™ glasses in their local
communities. Ideally suited to
emerging countries, this inclusive
business model helps reduce
impaired vision, at the same time
as creating a local business.

Better vision for all

IN MEXICO: GLASSES ACCESSIBLE TO ALL

Essilor created a partnership with
non-profit-healthcare provider Salud
Digna that works through a network
of 40 clinics across the country. The
two partners inaugurated in 2014
their first ophthalmic optics laboratory
in Calucan that aims to provide quality
and affordable lenses. With the latest
generation equipment, this unique
lab enables the production and
distribution of lenses to a large
population via Salud Digna’s network.
Today, the partnership with Salud
Digna makes vision correction
accessible to around 35,000 new
Mexicans each month.
VISION AMBASSADORS IN CHINA

In China, the 2.5 New Vision
Generation™ division trains local
individuals as Vision Ambassadors to
bring solutions to rural populations
who have no access to visual health.
This program, first established in
Shanghai to help elderly people, has

been replicated in Yunnan, a region of
48 million people, of whom 50% have
no access to public health
infrastructure and will be deployed in
several rural regions. In partnership
with NGOs, private hospitals and rural
doctors, 300 Vision Ambassadors have
been recruited and trained to carry out
eye screening, sell reading glasses and
sunglasses and refer those who need a
full examination to mobile clinics of the
local hospital. This initiative has been
deployed in Dayao, the historical
home of the Chinese silk worm
farming industry. It’s an activity for
which good vision correction and
protection is essential, in order to
handle tiny silk worms as well as collect
mulberry leaves in the fields in bright
sunlight.

(Essilor’s social business in Brazil) and
the Nissan Foundation. Its aim: to
enable 17,000 people who would
otherwise not afford eyeglasses to get
their vision corrected. Today, around
30% of children and young people in
Brazil suffer from vision problems that
impact their school performance.
From May 2015, the two partners
began eye-screening campaigns in
Rio and São Paulo in schools and in
mobile clinics.

IN BRAZIL, SEEING THE WORLD BETTER

“How do you see the world?” is the
name of a new vision health program
created through a partnership
between “Ver e Viver” Institute
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India: in the footsteps of an Eye Mitra
optician

With its Eye Mitra™ program, Essilor created a way to make visual correction accessible to rural
communities in India. The principle: train young under-employed men and women to do vision
screening and set up their own business selling prescription glasses. Find out more about this program
through a visit to Sheelu Gupta, Eye Mitra™ optician in India.

_ Glasses in a display case, information
posters on the wall and professional
certificate in full view, Sheelu Gupta is
all smiles in her small shop with its
soft-green walls. In 2014, she became
one of 1,000 Eye Mitra™ opticians
(meaning “friend of the eyes” in
sanskrit) trained by Essilor in India
to carry out simple eye tests and sell
prescription glasses. She also
benefited from entrepreneurial
training to help launch her own
business. As a result, she has increased
her independence and enabled the
inhabitants of her local village, in a
rural zone of Uttar Pradesh, to get
access to local visual health services
adapted to their needs.
FROM SEEING WELL TO INDEPENDENCE

Rural areas of India suffer from a drastic
shortage of eye-care professionals.
The first positive impact that Eye
Mitra™ opticians bring to their
communities is meeting the needs of
local people who can get equipped
with glasses and see an immediate
improvement to their daily lives.
“I was struck by how much a simple
pair of glasses could transform lives,
especially for women,” explains
Sheelu Gupta. “Women carry out most
household tasks and look after the sick
or elderly of the family. When someone
sees better, it makes them less
dependent and eases the workload
of women.”
A POSITIVE IMPACT FOR INDIVIDUALS
AND COMMUNITIES

For Sheela Gupta and others like her,
becoming an Eye Mitra™ is also a way
to develop a new source of income for
the family. “My husband has a small
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shop but we need two salaries.
I always wanted to support my family
in earning our livelihood. There are
few businesses that you can start with
little capital. The Eye Mitra™ program
allowed me to start a business and
become an entrepreneur!”
Since 2013, the program has helped
underemployed young women and
men to be trained and launch their

own optical business. This innovative
model created by Essilor aims to train
10,000 Eye Mitra™, a third of whom
will be women, by 2020. These
individuals have the potential to bring
vision correction to several millions
of Indians living in rural and semiurban areas.

Better vision for all

500 million

people in India suffer from
uncorrected poor vision.

75%

of people purchasing from
Eye Mitra opticians are
first-time spectacle wearers.

65%

of wearers reported
increased autonomy.

“There is no age
limit for learning
new things. I
successfully
completed my
training and am now
doing well and
conducting vision
screening camps
regularly.”

91%

of Eye Mitra opticians
feel more respected
in their communities.

39%

people found work
through the Eye Mitra
optician program.

Sheelu GUPTA
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Strategic
philanthropy
actions to serve
the most needy
_ Ensuring access to good vision
concerns disadvantaged individuals
in emerging countries as well as
underprivileged communities
in mature countries. That’s why
philanthropic initiatives deployed
by the Essilor Vision Foundation™
and now strengthened through
Vision For Life™ fight against
all forms of exclusion throughout
the world.
LAOS

In July 2015, Essilor Vision
Foundation™ supported the
association Humanitarian with Love
and the Vientiane International
Hospital in a healthcare mission
in the province of Santhong, Laos.
Some 200 volunteers and medical
professionals provided health
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and vision care over two days to
5,000 villagers. More than 3,000 pairs
of glasses were provided by Essilor
Vision Foundation™ during the mission.
REPUBLIC OF CÔTE D'IVOIRE

More than 13 million people in the
Ivory Coast suffer from poor vision.
To develop access to visual health for
this young population (one in three
under 14 years), Vision For Life™
created a program in partnership
with the Orange Foundation and local
NGO “Bien Voir”, launched on National
Eye Health Day. 1,000 disadvantaged
people, including 200 children from
an orphanage and more than
150 illiterate women supported
by the International Association
of Women in Republic of Côte d'Ivoire
(AIFCI) benefited from vision screening.

FRANCE

In Paris, Vision For Life™ has formed
a long-term partnership with the
Adolphe de Rothschild Foundation
to create a centre for ophthalmic care
that’s open to all. This partnership
makes it possible for individuals from
disadvantaged communities to benefit
from ophthalmic consultation and
treatment and to obtain glasses to
correct their vision. The initiative aims
to bring vision care to some
4,000 individuals in need annually.
SPECIAL OLYMPICS™

Essilor has been a partner of the
Special Olympics™ for thirteen years.
The Group’s volunteers brought their
expertise and enthusiasm to the World
Games in Los Angeles in July 2015.
During the Games, Essilor teams

Better vision for all

Vision For Life
– going further and faster
Created in January 2015 with an
initial investment of €30 million,
the social impact fund Vision For
Life™ represents the world’s
biggest strategic giving initiative
in the fight against uncorrected
vision. Its ambition: help combat
impaired vision across the world
by raising awareness, developing
skills and infrastructure in regions
which lack the most basic visual
health solutions and improving
access to vision care. In France in
2015, this initiative has helped
support projects focused on
underprivileged communities
with partners such as the Secours

populaire français and Samu
social of Paris, as well as the
launch of a program of long-term
vision care with the Paris public
hospital system. In Africa, Vision
For Life™ program has financed
projects in Tunisia, Morocco,
Republic of Côte d’Ivoire and
Ethiopia.

Vision For Life™ (Essilor Social Impact
fund in France and Essilor Social Impact
Fund in the US).

supported the Healthy Athletes
Opening Eyes program, providing
vision care for more than
3,000 athletes. Essilor also took
advantage of this global audience
to share a message about the social
impact of good vision. The Generation
Unified (GenUin) Social Impact
Summit, a six-day convention
supported by the Essilor Vision
Foundation™, explored the key
issue of healthy vision.
US

In the US, children from
underprivileged communities are
three times as likely to suffer from
uncorrected vision. Kids Vision For
Life™ program in partnership with
Essilor Vision Foundation™ focuses
on helping primary age children and

college students from low-income
backgrounds. It provides vision care
to students in need, removing barriers
by bringing services directly to schools
through mobile vision clinics. Since its
launch, the program has provided
over 400,000 vision screenings,
120,000 eye exams and equipped
102,000 children.
CHINA

Essilor China won the “Best Practice
Award” at the 5th China Charity Festival
in Beijing for its contribution
to corporate social responsibility and
public services. The Eye Do™ – Kids
Vision Care program sponsored by
Essilor China and led by Essilor Vision
Foundation™ China was also awarded
“The Best Charity Project of the Year
2015”. Launched in April 2015 as a

joint initiative between Essilor China
and Aier, the largest eye hospital
group in China, it trains teachers to
provide basic vision screening for
disadvantaged school children,
offering eye exams and spectacles
whenever necessary. Over
100,000 students from around
100 schools have been screened to
date, of whom some 10,000 children
have received the spectacles they
need to see clearly. The Eye Do™
program aims to screen 900,000 more
children over the coming five years,
expanding into 20 provinces.
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New innovation
pathways
–

Essilor is now widening its field of innovation, through working
on all aspects of visual health. Our teams are advancing research into
products and services, and going further by proposing customized
solutions for eye-care professionals and specialized distributors.
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Innovation at Essilor in 2015

More than

Three areas of expertise

Correction

€200

Protection
Prevention

million invested
in research
and innovation

7,900 7,200
More than

patents

139

new patents

550
researchers
worldwide
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3

More than

brands

R&D centers – including

Centers for
Innovation &
Technologies
(Europe, US, Asia)

In 2015, the Group filed

40

new brand
families

250

new products
launched in 2015

5
1

Transitions R&D
Center dedicated
to photochromic
technologies

1

R&D Center
in partnership
with Nikon
– NEIJRC (Japan)

100

new domain
names

Over recent years,
we’ve increased
our number
of products by three,
while halving
their time to market.

New innovation pathways

Innovating for
visual health
_ To meet consumers’ current and
future needs, Essilor’s research and
development is widening its field
of exploration beyond traditional
optics frontiers with the sole ambition
to benefit everyone. We are living
longer and becoming ever more
connected. These two fundamental
evolutions have a real impact on
our visual health and increase the
demands on our eyes. And as we live
to be much older, our eyes have
to work longer than ever before.
We are seeing a large-scale rise
in certain diseases: cataracts in
people aged over 60, macular
degeneration among those over
70 years, or myopia in young children
– exacerbated by urban lifestyles

and intense use of screens that put
increasing demand on our near vision.
To protect our vision and prevent these
diseases, we need solutions that
support us throughout our lives.
STRONG STRATEGIC AXES

As a result of our observations and
changing environment, Essilor has
orientated its R&D to lead innovation
efforts in six key areas: presbyopia
among seniors, myopia in young
adults, well-being and visual health,
sun, polarized and photochromic
lenses, and the development
of innovative services for online sales
as well as for developing inclusive
business models through its 2.5 New
Vision Generation™ division.

Today Essilor’s teams continue to
conduct research into the physiology
of the eye and its interactions with
the brain, design of lenses and the
coatings and materials used to make
them. But they are also extending
research into other areas of optics such
as harmful blue-violet light.
They are working to bring to sunwear
all the knowledge acquired by the
Group in corrective lenses in terms
of UV protection and managing light
intensity.
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CONSUMER INSPIRED INNOVATION

Essilor‘s starting point for rapidly
developing breakthrough innovations
that correct, protect and prevent
dangers for visual health is
understanding the needs of
consumers in all their geographic and
cultural diversity. To be closer to these
needs, the Group has opted for an
interdisciplinary organization
interconnecting R&D, engineering
and marketing teams within its
research centers. To aid reflection,
the Group seeks to involve consumers
upstream in the development cycle
of new products. Within its research
centers, Essilor co-creates innovation
through integrating feedback from
wearers who are testing prototypes.
In order to enhance its worldwide
consumer product-testing program,
Essilor opened its first “Wearers
Evaluation Center” in Singapore
in 2015. This center is dedicated to
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testing new R&D theories, product
concepts and prototypes directly
with end users.
INNOVATING FOR EVERYONE

In line with the Group’s mission,
innovation efforts are not just aimed
at consumers in mature markets.
They must also benefit new consumers
with more modest means who may be
buying vision correction equipment
for the first time. Developing simple
eye tests, more accessible ways to
provide prescriptions, for example
through using a smartphone,
will in the future enable
Essilor’s 2.5 New Vision Generation™
division to widen access to visual
health to isolated communities.

New innovation pathways

The scale of visual health issues
is vast. How do you tackle them
effectively?

“Innovation is our key
driver of growth”
For Norbert Gorny, Chief Research &
Development Officer, innovation serves
everyone and is explored through
collaboration with expert partners.
How would you describe innovation
at Essilor?

Norbert Gorny: Essilor’s approach to
innovation is all about responding to
consumer needs, continuously and as
they evolve, with advanced expertise.
It is structured to maintain a constant
watch for new scientific discoveries,
to work over the long term with leading
external research partners as well as
constantly bring new talent into our
teams. Innovation has always been a
cornerstone of our strategy. We have
one goal: to push back the frontiers
of poor vision worldwide.

N.G.: Poor vision is the world’s leading
disability and yet the solutions are
there. We can still improve existing
solutions and above all meet
new needs linked to evolving
demographics or changes in lifestyles.
First, we find solutions by being highly
innovative in technology, developing
new manufacturing processes or
creating new categories, such as
Eyezen™ lenses designed for
connected living. Then we look to
integrate the diversity of needs, taking
into account the specificities of
different people across the world, as is
the case with our Eyezen™ Azio® and
Eyezen™ India. Finally, by enriching
all levels of our product range, from
personalized lenses to the most simple
eyewear, we provide effective
and accessible solutions.
How is Essilor’s partnership model
an asset in this?

N.G.: In today’s world, innovation is not
linear, but is created through networks.
By joining forces with our partners,
working in a cross-disciplinary way,
we accelerate the innovation process.
The strength of Essilor is our approach
of establishing a research network
of long-term partnerships with the best
public and private specialists in their
field – with the Vision Institute in France,
University of Montreal in Canada and
with the Wenzhou Medical University
in China.
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New innovation pathways

New products for better vision
The 250 new products deployed by the Group in 2015 bear witness to Essilor’s
vibrant innovation dynamic. Based on an in-depth knowledge of the physiology
of vision and wearer behavior, they bring ever more protection, comfort and
precision.

Correction
1

Varilux® Physio® 3.0
and Varilux® Comfort® 3.0
Giving presbyopes a boost
The new generation of Varilux®
Physio® 3.0 progressive lenses have
improved vision performance through
Binocular Booster technology.
This innovation brings a perfect
continuity between near and far vision,
with effortless fluidity of viewing
for presbyopes with an intense and
active life.
Varilux® Comfort® 3.0 lenses faithfully
replicate the eye’s efforts in providing
an instant, clear and precise vision.
Adaptation is noticeably enhanced from
the moment a wearer first uses them
and on each subsequent occasion.

Protection
2

E-SPF® 35 index
Strengthening protection of clear
lenses
Through its E-SPF® 35 index, Essilor
is improving the effectiveness of
its Crizal Forte® UV treatment with
a longer-lasting performance, perfect
transparency and reinforced
protection. E-SPF® is a reference index
to measure the lenses’ protection
against UV rays. Essilor introduced
it into the optics field in 2012 to

measure the effective protection of
lenses against UV rays. The E-SPF®
35 index is currently the strongest
anti-UV protection index for transparent
lenses. Indeed 40% of UV rays are
transmitted when not in direct sunlight
and 50% are reflected via surfaces
around us.

3

Kolor Up™ by Essilor®
Sun Solutions™
Lenses that modulate light
Using a technology developed
by Essilor® Sun Solutions™ research,
Kolor Up™ non-prescription sunlenses
modulate the light that hits the retina
and the wavelengths of the primary
colors that are captured by the eyes’
photoreceptors. Result: an improved
color perception that brings nuances
to life yet maintains excellent vision
through a perfect protection, even
in strong luminosity.

4

E-mirror™ UV
Protective mirror effect
With anti-glare, anti-scratch, water
repellent treatment on both sides, the
E-mirror™ UV lens combines a mirror
effect on the surface with a tinted
category 3 lens in Essilor’s Physiotints®
or Xperio® ranges. The backside
protects the eyes against UV rays
through an anti-UV treatment (E-SPF®
index 50+). This E-mirror™ range is
available in eight tints.

Prevention
5

Crizal® Prevencia®
Selective light filtering
Age-related macular degeneration and
cataracts affect nearly 350 million people
across the globe today. Two factors
contribute to these changes to our
vision: harmful blue-violet light, one
of the risk factors for degeneration
of retinal cells, and UV that contributes
to the onset of cataracts. The result
of a research program in partnership
with the Paris Vision Institute, Crizal®
Prevencia® represents a category of
preventive lenses launched by Essilor in
2013. It uses Light Scan®, a proprietary
technology that maintains the
transparency of the lens while selectively
filtering light to let in beneficial blue
light and filter out harmful blue-violet
and UV rays.

6

Foster Grant® e-Readers®
Anti-blue light reading glasses
Every day we spend up to ten hours
on digital devices, smartphones, tablets,
computers that emit blue light that
strains our eyes. In response, Foster
Grant® began integrating in 2015
Essilor R&D technologies to protect
against harmful blue-violet light with
the launch of its e-Readers® range.
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The Group’s
principal research
partnerships
across the world
Vision Institute /
Pierre et Marie Curie
University in Paris (France)
– SilverSight Chair: healthy
visual aging and autonomy

Wenzhou Medical
University (China):

evolution of myopia in children

CNRS-LAAS
in Toulouse (France) –
OPERA Laboratory: lenses
and glasses with active and
connected functions

University of Montreal
(Canada): dynamic vision

An innovative
community
_ Essilor is today at the center of a truly
global innovation ecosystem, drawing
on internal and external networks of
expertise, as well as on many synergies
enabling us to develop innovations
that benefit as many people as
possible. Essilor’s research and
development now has five research
centers with complementary expertise:
three Centers for Innovation &
Technologies (CI&T) based in Créteil,
Dallas and Singapore, a Transitions
Optical research center dedicated to
photochromism and the Nikon-Essilor
joint-venture research center (NEIRJC).
Located at the heart of the Group’s
main markets in Europe, Asia and the
United States, the CI&T bring together
multidisciplinary teams dedicated to
research and innovation which
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integrate R&D and engineering and
work in close collaboration with
marketing.
A KEY NETWORK OF INTERNAL
EXPERTISE

Essilor’s innovation strategy fosters
synergies between its own and its
partners’ research teams, with whom
the Group has developed long-term
relationships. R&D teams from Essilor
work closely with those of Satisloh to
improve the equipment used for
manufacturing lenses, with those of
Chemilens to manage harmful blue
light or on high index lenses through
the Nikon-Essilor research center. In
September 2015, a first international
R&D forum was organized with Essilor
partners. Bringing together the

and mobility

University of Shanghai
(China): coatings and
nanocolloids

École polytechnique de
Montréal (Canada): thin layer
coatings and surface properties

Group’s entire R&D community,
it allowed teams to strengthen
multidisciplinary collaboration in order
to develop new synergies for better
exploiting and deploying the Group’s
innovations.
AN INNOVATIVE COMMUNITY

Research and innovation teams work
with an international network of public
and private research partners
– universities, public and private sector
laboratories, industrial companies –
who are scientific leaders in their fields.
This unique network of expertise and
resources is the cornerstone of our
innovation.

New innovation pathways

OPERA, a perfect duo
A strategic initiative for Essilor,
OPERA is the result of a new fiveyear research contract signed
between the Group and LAASCNRS (Laboratory of Analysis and
Systems Architecture). It brings
together at the LAAS site in
Toulouse a multidisciplinary team
of some 20 researchers and

“We are working on the
integration of innovative
technological building
blocks, which will soon be
part of equipment worn
by consumers.”
Partners since 2004, Essilor and the
LAAS-CNRS in Toulouse together
created the OPERA laboratory in 2015.
Jean-Paul Cano, Director of Optoelectronic
Components for Vision R&D - Essilor
and Henri Camon, CNRS Research
Director and Director of OPERA, tell us
how they are developing connected
glasses with active functionalities.
What competences does each
partner contribute?

Jean-Paul Cano: Essilor’s engineers
and researchers bring expertise in
optics and vision, materials, technology
and their knowledge of ophthalmic
products.
Henri Camon: CNRS brings its scientific
knowledge, for example in autonomous
robotics, embedded software and
photonics, and applies them in the
field of engineering. It’s an approach
that LAAS understands well as we are
pioneers of this type of industrial
collaboration.

engineers covering electronics,
chemistry, IT, mechanics, robotics,
etc. Essilor will share its expertise
in optics and vision expertise,
optics materials and technology
and insight into consumer needs.
LAAS-CNRS will bring Essilor its
scientific expertise and a leadingedge technological platform.

What is the aim of this new
collaboration?

J.-P.C.: Since our first partnership in
2004, the context has evolved and the
technologies too. Ten years ago, we
were designing mainly technological
building blocks. In 2015, we are
working on prototypes designed and
manufactured in the laboratory that will
be worn by real customers with real
needs for vision correction.
H. C.: To my knowledge, there is no
other similar type of cooperation
between an industrial company and a
science lab on such a complex subject.
It’s very exciting for our teams.
What will these future glasses
be like?

J.-P.C.: Today we know how to make
very sophisticated but passive lenses.
Tomorrow’s glasses will be intelligent
and autonomous objects that interact
with their environment, capable of
responding to light variations (outside
and inside), different situations
(reading, driving, etc.). These glasses
may also capture, through numerous
sensors, behavioral data that will
enable better personalization of
individual’s correction and enhanced
comfort for the wearers. For this, LAAS
expertise in areas such as robotics is
very helpful to us.
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Eyezen lenses
for connected life

Essilor’s research & innovation teams delved into the digital habits
of people’s hyper-connected lives and their consequences on visual health.
Thanks to this research, Essilor has developed a range of innovative products,
Eyezen™, designed to address new needs linked to digital lifestyles.

_ The numbers confirm it: over 90% of
people use digital devices every day.
On average, more than 60% of adults
spend at least five hours on their
devices. According to a study(1)
conducted by Ipsos Institute in 2014
with 4,000 people in France, Brazil,
China and the United States, three out
of every four people say they suffer
from visual fatigue, and two thirds
of them feel the need to make extra
efforts to see well. In all, 70% of
respondents signaled neck and
shoulder pains.
NEW CHALLENGES

Digital devices, and the way we use
them, are changing the demands on
our eyes. Reading distances are
reduced and more variable, letters are
smaller, causing visual strain. Mobile
devices are used anywhere: standing
on a bus, sitting on a couch or lying in
bed. This considerably affects the way
our eyes interact with what surrounds
them. Also, the lighting environment
has changed. Eyes are more often
exposed to artificial lighting, which
can be potentially harmful. Existing
lenses did not take into account these
new needs in everyday life. These
changes give Essilor an opportunity to
bring an added-value solution
to its customers worldwide.
CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY ADAPTED
TO DIGITAL SCREENS

Eyezen™ lenses are the result of the
R&D team’s extensive research and
address these new needs thanks
to two major technologies. The first,
Eyezen™ Focus™, offers more strength
on the lower part of the lens, depending
on the characteristics of the wearer,
in order to help the eye adapt when
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switching from one device to another
at closer reading distances. The
second technology is a light filtering
system that helps protect the eyes
from the harmful effects of blue-violet
light mainly emitted from sunlight, but
also from digital screens and some
artificial lighting.
EYEZEN™ LENSES: A SOLUTION
FOR ALL CONNECTED USERS

The Eyezen™ collection offers nonprescription lenses for people with

perfect vision or those who wear
contact lenses and unifocal lenses
that can be worn permanently with
different optimizations. These lenses
relieve accommodation efforts
according to the physiological needs
of every age group: young adults (2034 years old), pre-presbyopic wearers
(35-44 years old) and young
presbyopic wearers (45-50 years old).
Essilor strongly recommends to
combine Eyezen™ lenses with Crizal®
Prevencia® coating.

New innovation pathways

2 out of 3
people daily use
a smartphone(1)

64%

of people spend
4 hours or more on
a computer per day(1)

91%
A WORLDWIDE MULTI-NETWORK
ROLLOUT

The Eyezen™ range received a Silmo
d’Or (gold award) in Paris during the
Silmo World Optical Show in Paris in
2015 and was voted “product of the
year” following a consumer survey on
product innovation in Canada in 2016.

Eyezen™ lenses are already available
in 27 countries and will be distributed
in more than 50 countries in 2016
across different Group networks, like
Essilor, FGX, various e-commerce
networks, such as EyeBuyDirect™ and
by optical retail chains in Canada and
Brazil for example.

Sources:
(1) Consumer quantitative study conducted in 2014 among 4,000 individuals in France, Brazil, China
and the US by Ipsos for Essilor.
(2) Essilor Eyezen™ market test conducted by a third independent party – N=76 – 2015.

of wearers are satisfied
with Eyezen lenses(2)

9 out of 10
Eyezen wearers feel
a reduction in visual
fatigue(2)

89%

of wearers are
less bothered
by screen glare(2)
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Getting closer to
consumers
–

7.2 billion people need to take care of their eyes. It’s a universal
concern. Though there are many solutions for a better sight, many
are still not well enough known. Essilor has chosen to get closer to
consumers to better understand their needs and better inform them.
To achieve this, the Group is boosting brand communication,
strengthening its online presence, while supporting eye-care
professionals to deliver a better customer experience in store.
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Growing visual needs
Evolution in
the number of
people needing
vision protection

Evolution in
the number of
people needing
vision correction

6bn
8.2bn
7.2bn
2015

Evolution in
the number
of people with
presbyopia

2030

3bn

2015

Evolution in
the number
of people
with myopia

2030

5bn

1.7bn

2.1bn

2015

4.5bn

2030

2015

2050

Sources: “Global prevalence of myopia and high myopia and temporal trends from 2000 through 2050”, Brien A. Holden, PhD DSc, Thimoty R. Fricke, MSc,
David A. Wilson, PhD, Monica Jong, PhD, Kovin Naidoo, PhD, Padmaja Sankaridurg, PhD, Tien Y. Wong, LD, Thomas J. Naduvilath, PhD, Serge Resnikoff,
MD in Ophthalmology, 2016, Esssilor estimates, World Bank, United Nations, CIA, World Population Prospects, Epidemiological and Marketing studies.
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Closer to the
consumers, today
and tomorrow
_ An aging population, increased
urbanization and the development
of connected lifestyles put more
and more demand on our eyes.
A recent study published in the
journal Ophthalmology announced
that by 2050 there will more than
5 billion people with myopia
worldwide. Poor vision is the world’s
biggest disability and an increasing
major public health challenge. These
major trends bring with them new
needs for correction, protection and
prevention for visual health that will
affect the whole world’s population.
Essilor is strengthening its links with

the general public to accelerate the
development of new solutions,
anticipate new needs and increase
awareness of the importance of taking
care of our eyes. The Group has
always had an in-depth understanding
of the physiology and role of the eye
in the visual system. But to better
address unmet needs, we need to put
ourselves in the shoes of consumers
and really explore their needs.
Essilor is focusing on two key issues:
gaining a better knowledge of
consumers’ fundamental visual needs
and how they are evolving, at the
same time as continuing to educate

the public on the benefits of
solutions emerging from this
research.
STRENGHTHENING BRAND AWARENESS

Since 2013, the Group has stepped
up its marketing investments that in
2015 represented more than
€200 million. In a highly competitive
environment, this strategy of
information and relationship building
aims to educate the general public
and raise awareness on the benefits
of lenses. By knowing more about
products, consumers can make an
informed choice. Communication
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Eyezen Challenge:
Essilor partners with e-gaming
To promote its Eyezen™ lenses
designed for connected life,
Essilor decided to join forces
with Fnatic, the internationally
acclaimed video gaming team.
This partnership aims to raise
awareness among online players
on the impact of screens on
their vision via an online
challenge where they can take

on Rekkles, one of the world’s
top professional players.
With this initiative, Essilor
is connecting with a new
category of wearers – e-gamers –
who currently number
1.7 billion people across
the world.
For more information:
www.eyezen-challenge.com.

More than

€200
million

invested in consumer
marketing in 2015

67%

of marketing
investments targeted
on TV advertising

25%

on digital promotion
campaigns

about the Group’s products
strengthens and also supports the
activities of eye-care professionals
with their clients. It can be a powerful
driver to expand universal access to
better vision and build awareness of
Essilor’s innovations. Intensifying our
communication campaigns
strengthens brand awareness.
TARGETED INVESTMENTS

To maximize the effectiveness of
communication campaigns, the
Group focuses on its core brands:
Varilux®, Crizal®, Transitions®,
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Xperio®, Kodak® and Bolon™ in
China. Media investments were made
in all business areas – from corrective
lenses, sunlenses, e-commerce and
on every continent.
In France, Essilor has grown sales
through its Qualissime™ campaign
that offers consumers a second pair
of quality lenses. In Brazil, a national
campaign for Kodak® was started
in 2015, targeting the needs of the
country’s middle classes that
represent half of Brazil’s population.
Following a pilot in the south of
Brazil, the national television campaign

successfully more than doubled
sales. In China, the Bolon™ brand
capitalized on the fame of actress
Anne Hathaway to increase its own
visibility. In India, campaigns for
Varilux® and Crizal® were stepped
up with success in 2015.

Getting closer to consumers

“We’re exploring
innovations that stem
from our observations
of consumer lives.”
Cécile DOUSSINAULT,
Consumer & Market Knowledge Director

How do you anticipate
future visual needs?

C.D.: The basis of our work is listening
to consumers. In recent years, we have
invested a lot of effort to create
qualitative and quantitative tools to
understand needs. We start with a
watch on underlying trends: changing

demographics, urbanization, the
impact of the digital revolution… to
identify key geographical areas and
associated target populations that we
study in more detail. We are interested
in trying to understand concerns and
everyday challenges, for example for
seniors in mature markets where an
aging population is a major issue and
myopia among young adults in Asia. To
do this, we go out to “listen” to what
consumers are doing and saying about
their visual problems on social
networks because this is where they
freely express themselves, detail their
difficulties and expectations or seek
advice.

What are benefits of this
for Essilor?

C.D.: In R&D we know how to develop
great technologies. This detailed
understanding of the consumer allows
us to integrate this better when
creating future products and services
for new and clearly identified needs
that are designed to improve vision
and everyday living. The Eyezen™ lens
is a perfect example of this approach.
It was through studying the behavior
and posture of people using digital
devices that are more demanding on
our eyes that we developed a unique
and effective solution that both
protects the eyes and enhances daily
life. This upstream research is
complemented by wearer tests that are
carried out before we launch our key
innovations on the market.
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Digital at the service
of better vision
_ Digital innovations have
transformed all over the world the
way individuals search for and buy
products. And a digital
transformation is underway in the
optical industry too. Essilor, as a
pioneer, has fully integrated digital
technologies into its growth model.
The internet opens new
opportunities, perfectly aligned with
two key Group ambitions: promoting
universal access to good vision and
getting closer to consumers.
EDUCATING AND RAISING AWARENESS

Today, 8 out of 10 people use the
Internet to find information about
visual health. It’s a formidable tool
for informing and raising awareness
about the importance of having a
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regular eye exam and a good vision.
As an industry leader, Essilor is
playing an active role in educating
the general public.
HIGH POTENTIAL

E-commerce is an ideal channel for
the sale of contact lenses, sunwear,
reading glasses and simple
prescription glasses. In fast-growing
countries, online sales facilitate
access to optical equipment; in
mature markets, they enrich the
consumer experience without
diminishing the quality and standards
of existing services.
The Group’s various e-commerce
sites have shown us that consumers
engage more with this channel. They
are more proactive when choosing

equipment and tend to purchase
optical products more often. These
new consumer behaviors enable us
to gather information continually to
better understand wearers’ needs,
evolving habits and innovate with
solutions adapted to their
expectations.
BECOMING A MAJOR PLAYER

Already active in this segment
through Clearly™, Coastal™,
FramesDirect™, EyeBuyDirect™ and
Lensway™, the Group continued its
pace of acquisitions in the online
field with two leading e-commerce
sites in Brazil. The first, eÓtica, is one
of the country’s major players in
online sales of optical products
(contact lenses, sunglasses and

Getting closer to consumers

Digistorm – a company-wide
creative brainstorm

“Essilor’s digital strategy is
structured around three axes.
Internet is first and foremost a
formidable tool for informing and
raising awareness about vision
health. Developing online sales
enables Essilor to reach a greater
number of consumers while
ensuring the distribution of quality
optical products. It’s a strategic
growth opportunity for the Group.
As a partner for eye-care
professionals, Essilor’s role is
to support and help them take
advantage of all the possibilities
offered by digital.”

The Group’s digital
transformation involves every
part of the company, and
especially its employees. In 2015,
Essilor launched a global internal
ideas competition, Digistorm™,
inviting all employees to come
up with new concepts linked to
digital technologies and the
internet. Over a thousand ideas
were submitted from
63 countries across five
categories: education and access
to visual correction, retail and
customer experience, digital
innovation in ways of working
and brand building, in particular

$300

billion is the global
revenue of online
sales reached in
the US in 2015.

Lena HENRY, President e-commerce.

prescription eyewear). The second,
e-lens, is a significant online
distributor of contact lenses. In fast
growing countries such as Brazil, the
internet is an extraordinarily effective
way to widen access to better vision:
to reach 100 million consumers there
who do not currently have any other
access to visual health. Of note also
is the acquisition of Vision Direct™
that enables Essilor to strengthen its
position in online sales in Europe by
complementing its existing business
in Nordic countries.
SUPPORTING EYE-CARE PROFESSIONALS

Essilor also supports its professional
eye-care clients, helping them
benefit from the Group’s expertise to
exploit the huge potential of the

linked to the launch of the
Eyezen™ range of lenses.
An international selection
committee has identified five
projects, of which three are
now being implemented.

internet. In 2015, the Group began
the global deployment of its
MyOnlineOptical™ platform which
enables eye-care professionals to
develop their own e-commerce site.
In Brazil, Essilor designed its
Glasses4You™ to support the online
strategy of opticians who manage
small chains.

$1,000

billion is the global
revenue of online sales
reached in 2015 in
China, a country that
accounts for more than
649 million online
consumers.

€4

billion: the global
online market for
optical products.

20%

of Americans already
use digital channels
for buying their optical
products.
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Essilor Instruments:
serving every need
_ Eyecare professionals in mature
markets and fast-growing countries
alike require precision, efficiency
and quality to develop a trusted
relationship with their clients. Essilor
supports the diversity of professionals
across the world with products and
services tailored to their needs, and
which enhance the technical nature
of their job to increasingly demanding
consumers.
COMBINING CRAFT AND TECHNOLOGY

By putting his workshop at the heart
of his optical store, Arnaud Lafrogne,
a Krys optician in Boussy-Saint-Antoine
(France) and Vice President of the Krys
Group, has chosen to put the technical
skills of his profession on show. It’s a
conscious decision to put this activity
center stage in the sales environment
to be more transparent to customers
while highlighting the skills of his team.
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The technicians work within the sales
area and are in direct contact with the
customer, even when preparing lenses
and glasses. “It makes the time spent
on each client from sale to delivery
more visible. The customer has a better
appreciation of all the dimensions of
the optician’s work and added value.”
THE DIGITAL EDGER MR BLUE: A
TECHNICAL AND AESTHETIC CHOICE

Workshop equipment, now visible
to the customer, needs to be not just
highly productive but also stylish in
form. “I chose the Mr Blue® digital
edger for its technical features that
make it one of the best on the
market,” says Arnaud Lafrogne.
“But it was also an aesthetic choice.
The elegant white cover, and its
quality material make it a beautiful
object that reflects the technical
nature of our business.”

HIGHLIGHTING A CRAFT

Combined with refraction instruments
and innovative measurement devices,
this type of arrangement improves the
customer experience. By displaying
the technical expertise behind the
entire store offer, an optician gains
credibility. He can better inform
consumers about the benefits of
corrective lenses and offer customized
products with high added value to
improve customer loyalty. “The key to
success is consistency between the
image of the store, the skills of my staff
and the quality of products,” concludes
Arnaud Lafrogne. “For me, the
instruments used in store must rise to
the challenges of technical and design
excellence.”

Getting closer to consumers

Eye-care professionals
in Peru and China share
their experience
Cesar Venero, optometrist Central Optica, Iris Visión,
Lima (Peru)
“Enhancing their expertise through
our tools enables opticians to
improve professionalism in optical
sales and be more responsive to
consumers. This approach increases
quality assurance for the end user.
Essilor must bring its clients,
irrespective of their budget
or the country they operate in,
high-precision tools – from initial
measurement to workshop
finishing – and support eye-care
professionals for a perfect match
between quality and consumer
expectation. That’s why Essilor
Instruments works daily to improve
the performance and quality of its
products and services in order to
meet the variety of needs among
eye-care professionals.”
Christophe CONDAT,
Director of Essilor Instruments
Division

3 hours

“In fast growing countries like
Peru, it’s essential to highlight
optometric expertise. Our clients
come to us for much more than a
prescription for glasses: they
expect advice for their eyesight
and high-quality products that
completely satisfy their needs.
We do our utmost to show, in the
way we organize our practice in
Lima, the technical nature of our
work and our skill across all
measuring activities.

Measurement tools like
M’eyeFit™, which are simple
to use, are an effective way to
explain the benefits of our
products to clients. It’s a way
to enhance perception of us as
eye-care professionals – listening
to customers, whatever their
needs, lifestyles or budget.”

Wang Jianhui, optician Beijing TongRen Optical
center, Beijing (China)
“Our optics store is equipped
with Mr Blue®, Mr Orange® and
Gamma®. We chose these
solutions for their intuitive
operation, reliability and quality
of service. In its market, Essilor’s
equipment offers better
functionality with greater
productivity. It enables us to
process more quickly a large

number of orders. A level of
efficiency that satisfies our
customers, highlights our skill
and ensures that Essilor is the
partner of choice for
professionals.”

This is the average time spent by
an optician on every customer,
from purchase to delivery of optical
equipment.

50,000

connected instruments
in operation today at the Group’s
eye-care professional customers.
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Building
growth on
shared values
–

World leader in the global ophthalmic optics industry, Essilor
has succeeded in scaling up whilst preserving its culture,
values and pioneering spirit. With 61,000 employees worldwide,
it’s now a multi-local and multi-cultural Group combining strength
and agility, and the ability to mobilize its entire community around
a shared ambition.
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A committed and responsible
multi-local Group
Employees
by region

60,883
employees
across more than

63
countries

(1)

13,475
North
America

7,004

Latin America

11,848
Europe

28,556

Asia, Middle East,
Africa

A strong employee shareholding:

14,600 employees are shareholders,
which is around 1/4 of the workforce

More than

Products distributed in more than

100
countries

A committed Group

(1) At December 31, 2015.
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More than

400

partners and
subsidiaries

19

acquisitions and
partnerships in 2015

4

Included in
socially
responsible investment indices:

Building growth on shared values

A heritage with
a promising future
_ Essilor’s cultural identity has its roots
in a unique history that is the pride and
strength of a highly committed
community of people. Essilor was born
from the merger of two companies,
one a cooperative-inspired of lens
craftsmen, that then developed
through integrating and respecting the
autonomy of its partners and
entrepreneurs. Since its creation, the
Group has associated employees with
its governance and performance
through employee shareholding.
Today, employees are Essilor’s leading
group of shareholders – with nearly a
quarter of employees as shareholders.
Valoptec Association brings together

more than 8,500 current and retired
employee shareholders. At
December 2015, the capital share of
the internal shareholding (employees
and former employees) reached 8.2%
of the capital and 14% of the voting
rights.
Essilor’s mission and industry
leadership bring responsibilities:
exacting standards of quality and
innovation, exemplary professional
operations and a commitment to be
socially responsible. The Group’s
employees are fully involved in this
and are encouraged to put Essilor’s
principles and values into practice in
their daily work. In turn, the Group is

committed to respecting laws and
applying high standards, being
attentive to human relations and using
resources carefully and responsibly.
The Group’s five values are derived
from Essilor’s history and are an
essential part of its identity. They are
expressed everyday in the way teams
around the world work together.
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Perspectives on Essilor’s values

In a multi-local model, what is
your human resources approach?

Frédéric Mathieu, Corporate Senior
Vice President Human Resources,
explains how its values unite
everyone in the Group.
Essilor is expanding rapidly.
How do you support that and
preserve its values?
Frédéric Mathieu: Our values of respect and trust
are the essential glue that binds and unites our
61,000 employees. They anchor our corporate
culture and allow us to grow worldwide without
losing sight of our fundamentals. Diversity, which is
a key part of our identity, enables us to integrate new
partners, respecting their differences, and fostering
innovation. Another essential value is entrepreneurial
spirit. We work through a win-win model with our
partners. We don’t take a dominant role but work
to create value with and for each of them.
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F.  M.: The role of the human resources teams is
primarily to support the Group’s growth
by mobilizing and developing the skills needed
to implement Essilor’s strategy and mission.
At a Group level, we provide a framework and
facilitate processes. But what is most important
to me is how we foster close relationships
between HR teams in our subsidiaries, divisions
and of course individuals. Our challenge is
putting in place a simple and agile process,
without bureaucracy, enabling each employee
to evolve professionally and Essilor to continue
to grow.

How are you addressing this
challenge?
F.  M.: We are continuously strengthening our HR
systems to support the Group’s growth. This is
the case for training, which has long been one
of our priorities. In 2015, we expanded the
e-learning scope of the Essilor University,
making 700 new content modules available
to 16,000 connected users. Overall, the Group’s
employees have benefited from more than
660,000 hours of formation in 2015. But we have
also worked on each one’s career development
within the Group, as well as the functional or
geographical mobility of our employees.
All these initiatives reinforce the employability
of employees and allow us to attract and retain
talent. We regularly integrate new partners
into our human resources network, enabling
us to strengthen the Group’s culture around
shared values.

Building growth on shared values

5

key values
INNOVATION

“Values that enabled
us to grow”

“Valoptec Association –
a committed community”

“Joining the Essilor Group has
enabled us to move from a locallyfocused management culture to that
of an international company, chiefly
through shared values. One very
positive point for me is that Essilor
has left us total autonomy in our
business. We have kept intact our
passion and entrepreneurial desire,
while sharing all our projects with
Essilor’s support teams. With
Essilor’s ‘Country Managers’,
contact has further increased.
We have almost daily exchanges
in a relationship that is always open
and one of mutual respect and trust.
Essilor’s values, that our teams
are progressively adopting,
have allowed us to boost our
professionalism and grow in
our market.”

“Valoptec Association regroups
more than 8,500 shareholders who
are employees or retirees of the
Essilor Group. United they can
represent nearly 12% of Essilor’s
voting rights and thus the Group’s
largest shareholder. A heritage
passed on by the founders of our
Group nearly 170 years ago,
Valoptec Association is a real
community of entrepreneurs
committed to the growth of Essilor
and who contribute to its
governance. The Association’s
members come together in the
annual general meeting to give a
vote of confidence on the Group’s
strategy and human resources policy.
Like Essilor, the association is highly
diverse, counting amongst its
members people of all ages
and cultures from more than
45 countries. The values shared
within Valoptec represent a real
cultural cement that supports the
Group’s growth.”

Karim HAJOUI,
Managing Director of Optiben (Morocco)

Juliette FAVRE,
President of Valoptec Association

concerns all aspects of the
company: technology,
manufacturing, sales and
service. Innovation to promote
access to visual health for a
maximum number of people is
what drives our development.

DIVERSITY

and the value we place on
differences are strengths which
enrich our human experience.
They accompany our
geographic expansion and our
adaptation to local cultures.

WORKING TOGETHER

increases the company’s
performance and enables
us to maintain a dynamic
of permanent evolution.

RESPECT AND TRUST

are at the heart of our human
relationships and foster
commitment.

ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT,

which is reflected in the
encouragement of initiative
and empowerment, is one
of Essilor’s founding
characteristics.
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Sharing our principles and values

_ Essilor’s growth is built on a solid
ethical foundation. To share and
perpetuate these principles and values
in a context of rapid growth, in 2015
the Group launched a global
campaign in which employees have
been key contributors.
Raising awareness about and sharing
common principles and values with all
entities and employees of the Group
was the objective of this global internal
campaign launched in
September 2015. It has been
complemented by a booklet published
in French and English for adaptation in
local languages in all the countries
where the Group operates.
THE VIEWS OF OUR EMPLOYEES

As Essilor’s men and women are the
people best placed to talk about the
culture that unites them, a
communication kit was developed
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featuring the testimonies of
employees. It includes a video
illustrating our values through staff
interviews, a collection of posters
combining portraits of employees and
members of the Executive Committee,
and a number of tools for managers to
disseminate the values with their team,
for example through workshops or
during individual annual interviews.
The objective: enable everyone to take
ownership of the Group’s values in
their daily activities. One of the local
projects from this initiative “Let’s live
our values”, by Essilor Portugal, was
recognized in the Group’s internal
Sustainability Awards that highlight
local initiatives for corporate social
responsibility.

Building growth on shared values

“Diversity is one
of Essilor’s strengths”
“When joining the company
a year ago, I was impressed to
see diversity at the center of our
values. The populations we serve
are increasingly diverse. We have
a responsibility to ensure our
workforce reflects this through
gender, cultural and generational
differences.
Diversity is valuing these
differences and creates an
environment where employees
are respected and valued.
Then people feel free to bring
their full selves to work and
contribute at their maximum
potential. This is the foundation
for a culture of innovation and
entrepreneurial spirit.
We need to be proactive
in recognizing diversity as a
competitive advantage by
broadening our perception of
talent and also by being more
flexible in the ways we work.
Actions like these will help
breathe life into Essilor’s values.”
LaShanda REED-LARRY,
Director Inclusion & Diversity,
Essilor of America

“Training enables each
of us to take ownership
of the Group’s
fundamental values”
“The transmission of
our values is key for the
Group’s continued
success”
“Essilor’s values guide us to how
we, as stakeholders and employees
of the company, should behave
everyday at work. They are
what make us special and our
guidelines for the daily demands
of business life.
Essilor is growing rapidly and
awareness of our principles
and values is an integral part
of onboarding new employees
and partners. This involves real
discussion on why they are
important for our success and
how each and every manager is
responsible for living these values
in his/her daily work. We have
developed a dedicated e-learning
module and also run training
in local languages on them.
Recognizing role models is
important, so we encourage
employees to nominate colleagues
who exemplify one of the Essilor
values through their actions.”

“Essilor’s values are the essence
and soul of the company.
We developed Somos Essilor
(“We are Essilor”), an ambitious
program to reach all employees in
Latin America. The most important
part of this is a training program,
designed by our human resources
and legal teams, to explore the
principles and values within our
organization. We have trained all
our leaders, including partners,
as ambassadors of these values to
lead sessions with their own teams.
Today, over 5,000 people, 76% of
Essilor employees in Latin America,
have followed this training in more
than 200 sessions. Somos Essilor
is a great success and we are
continuing this momentum
by preparing new follow-up
initiatives.”
Tatiana KIPPER,
Human Resources Director,
Latin America

Serene WONG,
Human Resources Director,
AMERA (Asia, Middle East, Russia, Africa)
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Committed to sustainable
and responsible growth

achievement of the UN’s sustainable
development goals by facilitating quality vision
for all. And our approach is recognized. For the
fourth year, Essilor has been selected among
the 100 most sustainable companies in the
world(1).

What are the challenges
for the Group in this area?

As a multi-local Group with a clear
mission and a leader in vision
health, Essilor is strengthening its
activities to drive sustainable
growth. Xavier Galliot, Chief
Sustainability Officer, explains how
Essilor is addressing this challenge.
Where does Essilor stand today in
terms of social and environmental
responsibility?
Xavier Galliot: For nearly 170 years, the Group
has demonstrated that a commitment to sustainable
development is part of its DNA. As it has grown
and become more international, Essilor has based
its success on careful consideration of its social
and environmental impacts, on dialogue with all
stakeholders, and its principles and values that guide
how we work, ensuring fair, honest and transparent
collaboration with every partner. The creation of the
Corporate Mission division in 2013 marked a further
step in our commitment. We contribute to the
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X. G.: First, Essilor’s significant growth in recent
years, its mission and leadership position have
led us to raise the bar in terms of our
responsibilities. With 61,000 employees,
nearly 540 production sites on 5 continents
and more than €2 billion in purchasing,
our “footprint” is larger and more diverse.
Equally, changes in regulations and stakeholder
expectations have led us to strengthen
and coordinate numerous local initiatives.
The challenge is that, all over the world, each
Essilor subsidiary contributes at its own level
to the main drivers of our sustainable and
responsible development: reducing water and
energy consumption, innovating, promoting
diversity, ensuring quality working conditions,
and connecting our suppliers and customers
to our mission. This dynamic requires precise
global reporting since we are engaged
in a continuous improvement approach.

What is your priority today?
X. G.: Essilor’s success is inseparable
from the work of all our employees who
participate, whatever their role, in developing,
producing and marketing our products.
The priority is to strengthen the commitment
of each person and promote our values,
for we are all stakeholders in sustainable
development and achieving Essilor’s mission.
(1) Corporate Knights' (Canadian media) ranking 2015.

Building growth on shared values

Costa takes action to combat plastic waste
in our oceans
Costa del Mar, a specialist in high-performance sunglasses
for fishing and water sports, was ranked in 2015 in the top three
most environmentally responsible companies in the fishing
and sports sector by Fly Fisherman magazine.
In April 2014, the company launched the “Kick Plastic” initiative.
The goal: raise customer awareness about the growing issue
of ocean waste – estimated at 8 million tons per year – and
encourage them to reduce reliance on plastic packaging.
A dedicated website shares tips on responsible reflexes and latest
news on this environmental challenge. Costa del Mar is also
committed to reducing its use of plastics in the packaging and
transport of its products, and to increase the use of biodegradable
materials in its production lines.

Sofi Chihuahua: a site committed to
its community
Essilor’s Sofi production facility in Chihuahua, Mexico, contributes
actively to a network of local community initiatives thanks largely
to the strong implication of employees. The site works with the
Maquiladora Foundation (part of the Foundation for Social
Improvement) to collect recyclable materials and uses the profits
generated to finance social and charitable programs. Some of
these programs benefit employees of member companies
including study scholarships for children and housing assistance.
Essilor continues to support initiatives to improve access to good
vision such as Ver Para Aprender Mejor (“Better sight for better
learning”) that provides eyeglasses to employees’ children. Sofi
also has a partnership with the Lions Club to combat poor vision
in the local community.

Responsible purchasing
As a result of its leading position, Essilor has a key role and
special responsibility towards its stakeholders. That’s why
we define and work together on a shared approach, in line with
the Group’s mission. As the relationship between Essilor and
its suppliers is highly strategic, we launched a “Sustainable
Supplier” program in 2015.
Structured in two parts, it integrates CSR performance and
the monitoring of supplier risk on one hand and initiatives with
“positive impact” on the other, both designed to encourage
suppliers to develop more sustainable and globally deployable
solutions with Essilor. The Group’s ambition is to integrate
80% of its suppliers in this program by 2018.
In 2016, the focus will be on rolling out globally a specific
charter and the deployment of a CSR performance assessment
approach with our suppliers via the EcoVadis solution.
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Share overview

The Essilor share is listed in the CAC 40 and Euro Stoxx 50 indices. The Essilor share is included in the following
socially responsible investment indices: FTSE4Good / Ethibel Excellence / ECPI® Ethical EMU
Equity / ECPI® Ethical Europe Equity. Essilor is also included in the 2015 Corporate Knights Top 100 ranking
of the world’s most sustainable companies.

A dividend increase for the 23rd consecutive year

€1.11

Market capitalization

at December 31, 2015

DIVIDEND
Confidence Company's outlook has
prompted the Board of Directors
to ask the Annual Meeting of
Shareholders on May 11, 2016 to
approve distribution of a dividend
of €1.11 per share, reflecting an
increase of 8.8% on the previous
year.

€24.9
billion

Relative performance of the Essilor share versus the CAC 40 index
over 5 years

130
110
90
70

Essilor

50

CAC 40 (1)
CAC 40 rebased to 30
the Essilor share price
at January 3, 2011.

(1)

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

An international shareholder base
Estimates at December 31, 2015

8%
8%

Employee,
retiree and
partner
shareholders

21%

French-resident
institutional
investors
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Retail
investors

6%

1%

Treasury shares

12%

Rest of the world

Rest of Europe

30%

North America

Shareholder
structure by
investor type

62%

Non-Frenchresident
institutional
investors

26%
France

Shareholder
structure by
geography

26%

United Kingdom

Share overview

Average annual share performance over 5 years: +19%
in euros

2015
•

2014
•

2013
•

2012
•

2011
•

HIGHEST PERFORMANCE(1)

123.55

92.68

89.70

78.00

57.75

LOWEST PERFORMANCE(1)

88.72

71.11

72.00

54.86

46.00

CLOSING PRICE

115.05

92.68

77.28

76.02

54.55

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE

+24.1%

+19.9%

+1.7%

+39.4%

+13.2%

24.9

20.0

16.6

16.3

11.7

1.11(2)

1.02

0.94

0.88

0.85

DECEMBER, 31

CAPITALIZATION AT

DECEMBER 31 (IN BILLION)
DIVIDEND PER SHARE

(1) Closing price.
(2) Subject to shareholder approval at the May 11, 2016 Annual Shareholders’ Meeting.

Reaching out to investors and financial analysts

Throughout 2015, the Essilor Senior Management Team and Investor Relations & Financial Communications
Department met face to face with investors through a program of around 30 roadshows and conferences
organized in 14 countries.

Edinburgh
London

Montreal
Toronto

Frankfurt
Paris

Porto

Copenhagen

Zürich
Geneva

Seoul
Shanghai
Hong Kong

Chicago
Tokyo

Taipei

San Francisco
Los Angeles

Atlanta
Miami

Singapore

Melbourne

Boston
Connecticut
New York
Baltimore
Washington

São Paulo

Sydney

Essilor has been awarded 2nd prize at the Best Investor Relations Trophies in France

The 2015 Best Investor Relations Trophies ceremony – the 8th edition of the awards – was held in Paris
in January 2016, where second prize was awarded to the Essilor Investor Relations and Financial
Communications Department.
These reward every year investor relations managers for the quality of their financial communication practices,
on the basis of a poll carried out by the SFAF (French Society of Financial Analysts) and NFR-Advisory.

Investor relations & financial communications department
Véronique Gillet, Senior Vice President, Investor Relations
& Financial Communications
Sébastien Leroy, Financial Communications Manager
Ariel Bauer, Asia-Pacific Investor Relations Director
Julien Brosillon, Financial Communications Coordinator

Tel.: +33 (0)1 49 77 42 16
E-mail: invest@essilor.com
FINANCIAL INFORMATION

www.essilor.com, “Investors” and “Press” sections.
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Financial results

Financial results over 5 years 2011-2015 - In euro million
RESULTS
REVENUE
GROSS PROFIT AS A % OF

REVENUE(2)

OPERATING EXPENSES AS A % OF REVENUE
CONTRIBUTION FROM

OPERATIONS(3)

CONTRIBUTION FROM OPERATIONS AS A % OF REVENUE

2015
Reported

2014
Adjusted(1)

2013
Adjusted(1)

2012
Reported

2011
Reported

6,716

5,670

5,065

4,989

4,190

59.7

58.7

56.1

55.8

55.4

40.9

40.1

37.9

37.9

37.6

1,263

1,057

920

893

748

18.8

18.6

18.2

17.9

17.9

1,183

989

857

831

683

NET PROFIT ATTRIBUTABLE TO EQUITY HOLDERS
OF ESSILOR INTERNATIONAL

757

642

603

584

506

NET PROFIT AS A % OF REVENUE

11.3

11.3

11.9

11.7

12.1

1,194

1,032

843

840

668

OPERATING PROFIT

CASH FLOWS
NET CASH FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
PURCHASES OF PROPERTY, PLANT & EQUIPMENT
AND INTANGIBLE ASSETS

327

232

297

241

205

FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS (GROSS)(4)

780

1,876

502

283

527

DIVIDENDS PAID FOR THE PREVIOUS FINANCIAL YEAR(5)

216

198

186

177

172

BALANCE SHEET
EQUITY ATTRIBUTABLE TO PARENT COMPANY OWNERS

5,707

4,915

3,756

3,657

3,325

PROPERTY, PLANT & EQUIPMENT AND INTANGIBLE
ASSETS NET, EXCLUDING NON-CURRENT FINANCIAL
ASSETS

8,321

7,354

4,206

3,709

3,420

LONG-TERM AND SHORT-TERM BORROWINGS

2,579

2,447

1,174

916

916

NET DEBT

2,089

1,793

369

237

506

RETURN ON ASSETS (ROA)

12.1

11.6

16.7

17.7

16.2

RETURN ON EQUITY (ROE)

13.3

13.3

16.0

16.1

15

NET DEBT (CASH) TO EQUITY

–36.6

–36.5

–9.8

–6.5

–15.2

28.52

24.82

19.22

18.61

16.57

3.57

3.05

2.87

2.80

2.44

3.50

2.99

2.83

2.77

2.41

1.11(8)

1.02

0.94

0.88

0.85

RATIOS (as %)

PER SHARE DATA (in euros)
NET ASSETS(6)
BASIC EARNINGS PER SHARE
DILUTED EARNINGS PER SHARE
NET DIVIDEND DISTRIBUTED AT THE END OF THE PERIOD

OTHER
EMPLOYEES
NUMBER OF SHARES AT DECEMBER 31(7)

60,883

58,032

55,129

50,668

48,700

216,456,440

215,892,528

214,699,498

214,724,040

214,038,296

(1) Adjusted for non-recurring items arising mainly on the acquisitions of Transitions Optical, Coastal and Costa in 2014 and Xiamen Yarui Optical (Bolon) in 2013.
Revenue data are not adjusted.
(2) Revenue less cost of sales.
(3) Contribution from operations corresponds to revenue less cost of sales and operating expenses (research and developement costs, selling and distribution
costs and other operating expenses).
(4) Including share buy-back
(5) Dividends paid by Essilor International for the previous financial year.
(6) Total consolidated equity (including equity attributable to non controlling interests/ number of shares excluding treasury shares at December 31.
(7) Including treasury shares.
(8) Subject to shareholder approval at the May 11, 2016 Annual Shareholder’s Meeting.
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MARKET-RELATED INFORMATION
Unless otherwise stated:
• information on market positions is based on volumes sold;
• marketing information relating to the market and the ophthalmic industry or Essilor’s positions comes from Essilor and from internal assessments
and studies, which may be based on external market surveys.
THIRD-PARTY INFORMATION
When information comes from a third party, it has been accurately reproduced and, as far as the company is aware and able to ascertain from the
information published by such third party, no facts have been omitted that would render the reproduced information inaccurate or misleading.
TRADEMARKS
Essilor®, Varilux®, Varilux Comfort®, Varilux®, Physio®, Crizal®, Crizal Forte®, Crizal® Prevencia®, Light Scan®, Eyezen™, E-SPF®, Xperio®, Azio®,
Physiotints®, E-mirror™ UV, Nautilus™, Mr Blue®, Mr Orange®, Essilor Gamma® Kolor up™, Essilor® Sun Solution™, Qualissime™, Foster Grant®,
e-Readers™, Costa®, Transitions®, Transitions® XTRActive®, EyeBuyDirect™, Frames Direct™, Coastal™, Clearly™, Lensway™, Glasses4You™,
Vision Direct™, My Online Optical™, Digistorm™, 2.5 New Vision Generation™, Eye Mitra™, Ready2Clip™, Essilor Vision Foundation™,
Vision For Life™ are registered trademarks of the Essilor Group.
Vision Impact Institute™ is a registered trademark of Vision Impact Institute.
Bolon™ is a registered trademark of Xiamen Yarui Optical Co. Ltd.
Kodak® is a registered trademark of Eastman Kodak Company.
Nikon® is a registered trademark of Nikon Corporation.
Special Olympics™ is a registered trademark of Special Olympics.
Photo credits: Essilor International photographic library / Thierry Borredon / Raphaël Dautigny / Hydris Mokdahi / Gabo Morales /
Pierre Olivier / David Teng / Getty Images.
This document is published by the Corporate Communications Direction.

Essilor would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who contributed to the production of this annual report.
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